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Oxytocin selectively reduces blood flow in uterine fibroids without an effect on
myometrial blood flow: a dynamic contrast enhanced MRI evaluation

Saara Otonkoskia,b , Teija Sainioc,d , Gaber Komarb,c , Visa Suomib,c , Jani Saunavaarac,d ,
Roberto Blanco Sequeirosb,c , Antti Perheentupaa,b and Kirsi Joronena,b

aDepartment of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Turku University Hospital, Turku, Finland; bUniversity of Turku, Faculty of Medicine, Turku,
Finland; cDepartment of Radiology, Turku University Hospital, Turku, Finland; dDepartment of Medical Physics, Turku University Hospital,
Turku, Finland

ABSTRACT
Introduction: Uterine fibroids are the most common benign neoplasms in women. The administration
of intravenous oxytocin is known to increase the efficacy of a non-invasive thermal ablation method
(MR-HIFU) for treating fibroids. However, it is not known whether this phenomenon is caused by the
effect of the oxytocin on the myometrium or the fibroid itself. The objective of this study was to
evaluate the influence of oxytocin on the blood flow of fibroids, myometrium and skeletal muscle
using a quantitative perfusion MRI technique.
Materials and methods: 17 premenopausal women with fibroids considered to be treated with MR-
HIFU and 11 women with no fibroids were enrolled in the study. An extended MRI protocol of the pel-
vis was acquired for each subject. Later another MRI scan was performed with continuous intravenous
infusion of oxytocin. The effect of oxytocin was analyzed from quantitative perfusion imaging. The
study was registered in clinicaltrials.gov NCT03937401.
Results: Oxytocin decreased the blood flow of each fibroid; the median blood flow of fibroid was
39.9ml/100g tissue/min without and 3.5mL/100g/min with oxytocin (p� 0.0001). Oxytocin did not
affect the blood flow of the myometrium in either group. Oxytocin increased the blood flow of the
skeletal muscle in both groups (p¼ 0.04).
Conclusion: Oxytocin is effective in decreasing the blood flow in fibroids while having minor or no
effect on the blood flow of normal myometrium. Routine use of oxytocin in HIFU therapy may make
the therapy suitable to a larger group of women in a safe manner.
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Introduction

Uterine fibroids are the most common benign neoplasms in
women affecting 2/3 of women by the age of 50 years [1].
Symptoms caused by fibroids are menorrhagia, dysmenor-
rhea, abdominal pain, bladder dysfunction and pelvic pres-
sure often resulting in a significantly decreased quality of life
[1]. Furthermore, fibroids can have an adverse impact on fer-
tility by interfering with fertilization and implantation and
leading to recurrent miscarriages and adverse perinatal out-
comes [2].

Magnetic resonance-guided high intensity focused ultra-
sound (MR-HIFU) is a noninvasive thermal ablation method
based on high-intensity ultrasound waves causing heating of
the target tissue and leading to coagulative necrosis [3].
Real-time magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is used for ther-
apy guidance and temperature monitoring during
the treatment.

Careful patient selection is important in treating fibroids
with high intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU-therapy). The

therapy is generally considered to be best suited for fibroids
up to 10 cm in diameter or one to three smaller fibroids [4].
Alongside anatomical factors such as fibroid location and
thickness of the subcutaneous fat tissue, probably the most
significant predictors of good treatment outcome are the
structure and vascularization of the fibroid [5]. The thermal
response of the fibroid can be predicted based on the signal
intensity of the T2-weighted MR images of the fibroid. An
MRI-based Funaki classification is generally used to evaluate
the suitability of a fibroid for HIFU therapy. The fibroids are
divided into three Funaki types according to their average
T2-signal intensity compared to those of the myometrium
and skeletal muscle [6].

Funaki type I–II fibroids are known to have a better ther-
mal response and thus predict better treatment outcomes
[3]. Funaki type III fibroids have higher moisture content,
lower collagen density, and tend also to have higher blood
perfusion than other Funaki type fibroids and thus are more
challenging to ablate with MR-HIFU [7,8]. Because of this
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heterogeneity, unfortunately not all fibroids are suitable for
MR-HIFU treatment.

Oxytocin is a nonapeptide synthetized in the hypothal-
amus and it has many physiological functions [9,10]. It has
an important role in parturition and lactation and is widely
used in obstetric care to induce labor, create contractions
and to decrease postpartum hemorrhage [11–13].

The administration of intravenous oxytocin during the
MR-HIFU treatment increases the efficiency of the therapy
resulting in greater ablation volumes. It has also been shown
that intravenous oxytocin administered before percutaneous
microwave ablation can reduce blood flow in the fibroid and
improve the therapeutic effect and that intraoperative infu-
sion of oxytocin even reduces blood loss during myomec-
tomy[9,14,15]. Wang et al. showed that oxytocin reduces
blood flow in uterine fibroids which can be seen using con-
trast-enhanced sonography [16].

However, it has not been thoroughly investigated whether
this phenomenon is caused by the effect of oxytocin on the
myometrium or specifically on the fibroids.

Since the efficacy of oxytocin in improving the results of
MR-HIFU treatments has also been observed in Turku
University Hospital, we decided to evaluate this phenomenon
in more detail. The objective of this study was to evaluate
and quantify the influence of oxytocin on the blood flow of
fibroids, normal myometrium and skeletal muscle of non-
pregnant women using a quantitative perfusion
MRI technique.

Materials and methods

Seventeen premenopausal women (age mean 38± 6, BMI
mean 25 ± 5) with one or several fibroids were enrolled in
the study. These women were consecutive patients referred
to the gynecological outpatient clinic for a potential MR-
HIFU treatment, that is, they represented a selected sub-
group of fibroid patients. 12 patients had a fibroid of Funaki
type II, and 5 patients a fibroid of Funaki type III. Inclusion

criteria in this study were symptoms caused by fibroids,
physical and mental health appropriate for an MRI scan, and
premenopausal status. Exclusion criteria were a known
allergy to the Syntocinon medicine or any of its adjuvants,
high blood pressure, an ischemic heart condition, a long QT-
syndrome, or medication that prolongs the QT segment. In
addition, women with contraindications to an MRI scan were
excluded. Details of the menstrual cycle and hormonal ther-
apy were recorded for each woman. To evaluate whether the
blood flow of the myometrium is affected by the presence
of fibroids, additional 11 women (age median 26 [24–33]),
(BMI median 21[20–22]) without uterine fibroids were
enrolled in the study.

Written informed consent for the MRI and oxytocin
administration was obtained from all patients and healthy
volunteers. This study was performed in accordance with the
ethical regulations of the Ethics Committee of the Hospital
District of Southwest Finland and the National Committee of
Medical Research Ethics (T366/2017 25.1.2018). The character-
istics of the fibroid patients are shown in Figure 1. The dom-
inant fibroid was assessed if the woman had
multiple fibroids.

All MRI images were acquired with the same MR scanner
(Ingenia 3.0 T, Philips, Best, The Netherlands). Women were
positioned in a prone position during the MRI scan of the
pelvis using a 32-channel torso coil. An extended scanning
protocol was acquired for each woman. Among other
sequences, the imaging protocol included dynamic contrast-
enhanced (DCE) imaging for quantitative perfusion analysis.
Later (median 58, range 4–207 days) another MRI scan was
performed with the same imaging protocol under continu-
ous intravenous infusion of oxytocin. 40 IU of oxytocin
(Syntocinon 8.3 lg/ml, Sigma-Tau Industrie Farmaceutiche
Riunite S.p.A) diluted to 500ml of 0.9% NaCl was infused at
the rate of 5ml/min resulting in an oxytocin infusion rate of
0.4 IU/min with a volumetric infusion pump (InfusomatVR

Space, B Braun, Germany, Melsungen) placed in MRI compat-
ible docking station (SpaceStationVR MRI, B Braun, Germany,

Pa�ent Age BMI Number of
fibroids

Largest
fibroid (mm)

FIGO type Funaki type

1 41 25 1 79 2-5 3
2 44 22 4 57 2 2
3 49 20 1 44 1 2
4 26 21 1 46 3 2
5 43 27 1 63 1 2
6 45 20 4 71 7 3
7 31 28 4 44 2-5 2
8 31 22 1 50 2 2
9 35 34 1 128 2-5 3
10 36 29 1 40 2 2
11 31 21 2 68 2-5 3
12 28 19 1 88 6 2
13 38 23 1 71 2-5 2
14 42 31 1 59 2-5 3
15 42 23 1 60 2-5 2
16 38 28 1 61 2-5 2
17 38 33 6 23 4 2

Figure 1. Characteristics of the patients and the fibroids enrolled in this study.
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Melsungen). The used dosage was considered safe since it’s
widely used in obstetric care for the treatment of postpar-
tum hemorrhage and inducing uterine contraction. During
the infusion of oxytocin, women were regularly asked about
possible symptoms caused by the oxytocin. In addition, their
blood pressure and heart rate were monitored and recorded.
The MRI scan was started approximately 15min after the ini-
tiation of the oxytocin infusion and DCE imaging was
obtained 30min after the start of the oxytocin infusion.

MRI protocol included a dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE)
T1-weighted sequence, the parameters of which are shown
in Table 1. A single dose (0.2ml/kg) of contrast agent
(Dotarem, Guebert, Roissy, France) was manually injected at
a constant rate followed by 10ml saline flush after the acqui-
sition of the first five time frames of the dynamic scans. The
DCE-MRI data were analyzed with NordicICE software v. 4.1.1
(NordicNeuroLab AS, Bergen, Norway). The arterial input
function was determined from the iliac artery by placing a
circular region of interest (ROI) onto the artery lumen. Blood
flow values were calculated by standard model-independent
deconvolution technique by means of contrast bolus tracking
[17]. Parametric blood flow values were obtained by T1 per-
fusion deconvolution arithmetic with the first pass of an AIF
curve. Averaged blood flow values were obtained for the fib-
roids, myometrium and muscle. The fibroid ROIs were drawn
within three middle slices of the fibroid to include most of
the fibroid. The myometrium ROIs were drawn on the nega-
tive side of the fibroid in the three most representative slices
of the myometrium and the muscle ROI’s were drawn on the
abdominal muscle within the three middle slices as the
fibroid ROIs.

The Funaki type of the fibroids was determined by an
experienced interventional radiologist (GK) by drawing the
regions of interest (ROI’s) on the sagittal T2 weighted image.
A round ROI was placed to cover most of the fibroid.
Elliptical ROI’s were positioned on myometrium and skeletal
muscle (abdominal muscle) so as not to include other tis-
sues. Average signal intensity values for all three ROI’s were
obtained and compared in order to determine the Funaki
type of each fibroid.

Statistical analysis was performed using JMP Pro statistical
software version 13.1.0 (SAS Institute Inc.). A p-value less
than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Each dataset was analyzed for normal distribution with
the Shapiro–Wilk W test. Normally distributed numerical data
were presented as a mean± standard deviation and data
with a skewed distribution were presented as the median
[interquartile range (IQR)]. Normally distributed data were
compared with the Tukey–Kramer test for all pairs and data
with skewed distribution were compared with a nonparamet-
ric Steel–Dwass method for all pairs. A retrospective power
analysis was performed using standard least squares to
ensure a sufficient number of patients in the fibroid group.

The primary clinical outcome was the change of blood
flow in the fibroid during the infusion of oxytocin as com-
pared to the baseline state as well as the change of blood
flow in the normal myometrium and skeletal muscle.

The secondary outcome was the evaluation of the side
effects during the use of oxytocin on non-pregnant women.

Results

Oxytocin significantly decreased the blood flow of all the fib-
roids analyzed. All the women in our study tolerated the
infusion without any reported symptoms and no side effects
were observed. The oxytocin infusion had no marked effect
on the blood pressure or heart rate of the women.

The baseline blood flow of the fibroids varied greatly.
Based on MRI images, in our study group, we had 12
patients with a fibroid of Funaki type II and 5 patients with a
fibroid of Funaki type III. In Funaki type II fibroids, the
median baseline blood flow was 36.5 [21.1–173.5] ml/100 g
tissue/min and in Funaki type III the mean baseline blood
flow was 16.5 ± 19.4ml/100 gtissue/min. Thus, the highest
measured blood flow values were in the Funaki type 2 fib-
roids. The difference between the baseline blood flow of
Funaki type II and type III fibroids was not statistically signifi-
cant (p¼ 0.49).

The oxytocin infusion had no effect on the size of the
fibroid or the uterus. Figure 2 shows MRI scans of a fibroid
without oxytocin and with oxytocin.

Oxytocin decreased the blood flow of every fibroid ana-
lyzed (Figure 3). The median blood flow of all fibroids with-
out oxytocin was 39.9 [21.9–134.5] ml/100 g/min. With
oxytocin, the median blood flow was 3.5 [2.1–12.1] ml/100 g/

Table 1. MR imaging parameters.

Parameter T2W TSE T2W TSE
T1W TFE
SPAIR

T1W TFE
SPAIR

Dynamic CE-T1W
TFE SPAIR

CE-T1W
TFE SPAIR

CE-T1W
TFE SPAIR

Imaging plane Sagittal Axial Sagittal Axial Axial Sagittal Axial
Repetition time (ms) 4844 3845 5.2 5.4 2.9 5.2 5.4
Echo time (ms) 95 80 2.6 2.6 1.3 2.6 2.6
Flip angle (�) 90 90 7 7 10 7 7
Number of slices 42 45 225 133 40 225 133
Number of dynamics – – – – 70 – –
TSE/TFE factor 28 19 80 80 19 80 80
Section thickness (mm) 3 4 3 3 6 3 3
Matrix size M� P (mm) 344� 267 272� 241 168� 232 172� 298 112� 145 168� 232 172� 298
Field of view AP�

FH� RL (mm)
240� 240� 138 300� 300� 198 250� 345� 338 255� 200� 448 270� 120� 349 250� 345� 338 255� 200� 448

TSE: turbo spin echo; TFE: turbo field echo; SPAIR: spectral attenuated inversion recovery; CE: contrast-enhanced.
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min, (p� 0.0001, power ¼ 0.87). Oxytocin decreased the
mean/median blood flow both in Funaki type II and type III
fibroids. In Funaki type II the median blood flow with oxyto-
cin was 3.4 [2.3–7.3] ml/100 g/min and Funaki type III the
mean blood flow with oxytocin was 16.5 ± 19.4ml/100 g/min.
In Funaki type II fibroids the difference between the baseline
blood flow and the blood flow with oxytocin was statistically
significant (p¼ 0.0004 and power 0.65). Also in Funaki type

III fibroids the difference between the baseline blood flow
and the blood flow with oxytocin was statistically significant
(p¼ 0.028 and power 0.65). The difference in the blood flow
with oxytocin between the type II and III fibroids was not
significantly different (p¼ 0.87).

Oxytocin had no significant effect on the blood flow in
the myometrium of the fibroid patients nor the control
group (Figure 4a). In the fibroid group, the median

Figure 2. T2 weighted MR images of a uterine fibroid in (a) axial and (b) sagittal plane. Quantitative blood flow maps of the same fibroid in axial plane (c) without
oxytocin and (d) with oxytocin. Contrast enhanced T1 weighted MR images of the same fibroid in axial plane (e) without oxytocin and (f) with oxytocin.
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myometrial blood flow without the oxytocin was 61.1
[26.4–165.2] ml/100 g/min and 69.4 [21.5–134.6] ml/100 g/
min during oxytocin infusion (p¼ 0.81), whereas in the con-
trol group the blood flow values were 59.4 [43.6–109.2] and
68.6 [30.8–101.4] ml/100 g/min (p¼ 0.74). No difference was
observed when comparing the myometrial blood flow
between the groups with fibroids and without fibroids, nei-
ther with nor without the oxytocin infusion.

In our study, oxytocin had a minor, yet statistically signifi-
cant effect on the skeletal muscle blood flow by increasing it
(Figure 4b). In the fibroid patients, the median blood flow of
the skeletal muscle was 2.1 [1.6–2.8] ml/100 g/min at baseline
and 3.7 [2.7–5.3] ml/100 g/min during oxytocin infusion
(p¼ 0.04). In the control group, the skeletal muscle blood
flow was 2.0 [1.6–4.4] ml/100 g/min without oxytocin and 4.9
[3.2–6.3] ml/100 g/min with oxytocin, (p¼ 0.04).

Figure 3. (a) Blood flow of the largest fibroid of every patient without oxytocin and with oxytocin (b) The median blood flow of all fibroids without oxytocin and
with oxytocin, �p-value < 0.0001.
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Discussion

In this study, we demonstrated that oxytocin is very effective
in decreasing the blood flow in the fibroid tissue; an effect
that can be clearly demonstrated and quantified with MRI.
Our results are in line with a previous study in which oxyto-
cin was shown to decrease blood flow in fibroids with con-
trast-enhanced ultrasound and at the same time not
affecting the uterine wall significantly [16].

Fibroids are monoclonal tumors that arise from the
smooth muscle tissue of the uterus. They borrow their vascu-
larization from surrounding structures, usually the myome-
trium. The vessels in the fibroid tissue lack the normal
structure compared to the myometrial vessels and are more
narrow in diameter [18]. Most fibroids are surrounded by a
highly vascularized pseudocapsule which has its own gene
expression profile and supplies the fibroid with peri- and
intra-fibroid arteries [19].

Figure 4. (a) Blood flow of the myometrium without oxytocin and with oxytocin in the fibroid patients and the control group (b) Blood flow of the skeletal muscle
without oxytocin and with oxytocin in both groups, �p< 0.05.
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Oxytocin mainly exerts its effects through the oxytocin
receptor, which has a tissue-specific expression pattern.
There is little and somewhat contradictory data on the
expression of the oxytocin receptors in the myometrium of
non-pregnant women or in fibroids. In a study by Sendemir
et al. oxytocin receptors were mainly found in fibroid tissue
whereas only scarcely in the healthy myometrium [20]. Lee
et al., on the other hand, found oxytocin receptors to be
more abundant in myometrium than fibroid tissue [13].

The fibroids have their own hormonal environment, which
may influence the amount of oxytocin and its receptors in
fibroids. For example, there is local hyperestrogenism in fib-
roids [21] and estrogens, in turn, have been demonstrated to
increase the levels of oxytocin receptors and thus in part
mediate the contractility of the myocytes. On the other
hand, oxytocin receptors are also located in blood vessels,
and commonly oxytocin is related to vasodilation [22].
However, it is not known whether the aberrant blood vessels
in the fibroids have oxytocin receptors or how they respond
to oxytocin.

It seems also that the expression of oxytocin receptors is
somewhat dependent on the menstrual cycle with some
reports suggesting that the blood flow is higher during the
follicular and ovulatory phase compared to the luteal phase
[23]. Despite our initial efforts, we could not assess this phe-
nomenon in our study, since we were not able to synchron-
ize the MR-imaging with the menstrual cycle of the women.
However, the effect of oxytocin on the fibroid blood flow
was strong in all women and it might be safe to speculate
that the effect of oxytocin surpasses any possible effect of
blood flow changes due to the menstrual cycle.

It must be kept in mind that the results of our study do
not offer an explanation of the underlying mechanism for
the rather dramatic decrease in blood flow in the fibroids in
response to oxytocin. Since the blood flow in the healthy
myometrium did not change during oxytocin infusion, it can-
not be concluded that the decrease in blood flow in the
fibroid is due to increased contractility of the uterus. Thus, it
seems more likely that the effect is related to the fibroid
itself or the supplying circulation. This, however, clearly
needs to be explored in further studies.

Skeletal muscle was chosen as a negative control since
during rest it exhibits constant blood flow levels. In our
study, the infusion of oxytocin increased the blood flow of
the skeletal muscle. Even though statistically significant, the
rise in the perfusion value was fairly small in absolute terms
(1.6ml/100 g/min in the fibroid population and 2.9ml/100 g/
min in healthy volunteers) and may be explained by the
small systemic vasodilatative effect of oxytocin [22]. This
effect was not strong enough to affect the blood pressure of
the patients.

The study population comprised of women who were
being evaluated for MR-HIFU therapy. Therefore, they repre-
sent a specific pre-selected subset of women with significant
symptoms and fibroids initially considered treatable with MR-
HIFU. Even though the fibroids were heterogeneous in size,
location, Funaki type and blood flow, they represent a
selected subgroup of fibroids and as such might not be

representative of the general fibroid population. On the
other hand, the observed great variety in blood perfusion in
fibroids potentially suitable for HIFU therapy only emphasizes
the importance of perfusion imaging. Nine of the women
enrolled in our study underwent the HIFU treatment later.
The effect of oxytocin on the results of the HIFU therapy was
not in the scope of this study.

The effect of oxytocin was significant in all the fibroids
studied and the results observed rather robust. Regardless of
this robustness of the results, the study population was too
small to assess whether the localization, classification or the
size of the fibroid have an influence in the magnitude of the
response to oxytocin. Further studies are needed to charac-
terize whether the blood flow of the fibroid and the Funaki
type are correlated and whether oxytocin response differs in
various types of fibroids. It also remains to be studied
whether the decrease in blood flow of the fibroid could be
enhanced by increasing the dosage of oxytocin.

Our data suggest that oxytocin has a significant influence
on blood flow in a non-pregnant uterus with fibroids. It has
been shown that the use of oxytocin decreases blood loss
during abdominal and laparoscopic myomectomies
[15,24,25]. Our results confirm that this is due to the very
strong decrease in the blood flow of the fibroid rather than
the myometrium itself. It is possible that with higher concen-
trations of oxytocin also the blood flow of the uterus would
be affected. None of the women reported unpleasant sensa-
tions during oxytocin infusion, which may also reflect the
relatively small contractive effect of the dose of oxyto-
cin used.

MR-HIFU is an attractive non-invasive technology for treat-
ing symptomatic uterine fibroids. A major restriction of MR-
HIFU, however, is that only a small proportion of fibroids
respond to the therapy effectively. The Funaki classification is
an important, yet often insufficient tool in predicting the effi-
cacy of the MR-HIFU treatment. It is known that high blood
flow in fibroids is one of the main predictors of a poor ther-
apy outcome [26]. Keserci et al. found that parameters
related to blood perfusion of the fibroid have a strong correl-
ation to the HIFU treatment outcome [5]. Thus besides the
Funaki type, also the blood perfusion of the fibroid should
be measured for predicting the efficacy of MR-HIFU therapy.
On the other hand, our results suggest that the effect of
blood flow on the treatment efficacy can be overridden with
the use of oxytocin during the MR-HIFU treatment, at least
to some extent. It would be interesting to be able to define
a threshold value for blood flow that would predict a good
treatment outcome. Studying this would, however, require a
much larger group of fibroids.

The results of our study demonstrate that oxytocin signifi-
cantly and without side effects, decrease the blood flow of
the fibroids, regardless of the Funaki type. This is probably
why the administration of intravenous oxytocin during the
MR-HIFU increases the efficacy of this treatment [9]. Routine
use of oxytocin in HIFU therapy may therefore make this
therapy suitable to a larger group of women in a safe and
inexpensive manner as well as result in shorter sonication
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times and overall duration of therapy in patients already suit-
able for HIFU.
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